This is the homepage for the Samvera Branch Renaming Working Group (SBRWG). The SBRWG is forming a plan for changing Samvera's default git branch name from "master" to a yet to be determined default. You can find the initial discussion to form a working group in Samvera Tech Call 2020-07-01.

Samvera Branch Renaming WG Charter

Meetings

- 2020-09-01 - Samvera Branch Renaming Working Group
- 2020-08-18 - Samvera Branch Renaming Working Group
- 2020-08-11 - Samvera Branch Renaming Working Group
- 2020-07-31 - Samvera Branch Renaming Working Group
- 2020-XX-XX - TEMPLATE - Samvera Branch Renaming Working Group